How the anti-Saudi elements of UK will hide the truth from public to
suite their own purpose
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IbP5RFmCD2Y / Fiqh of Moon Sighting by Saudi Scholar
This interview was recorded from a live broadcast by Islam Channel TV (UK) from Mina (near Makkah) on 8 December 2008, the day
of Eidul Adha in Saudi Arabia.
Example after examples;
Here is another example of how the anti-Saudi elements of UK will hide the truth from public to suite their own purpose.
These people would do anything to convince public that we don’t have to follow Saudi Moon Sighting Decision even on the
day when millions of Muslims from all over the world are gathered in Arafat for their once-in-a-lifetime Fardh Hajj. They
judge all Saudi Shari Hilal Decisions against Astronomical calculated probabilities, and label them to be erroneous, dubious,
wrong, munkar, etc. That is why many of their followers have serious doubt about the acceptance of their ibaadaat while in
Haramain Sharifain.
The interviewer and the questioner both are from UK. But the outcome of interview is far from their
expectation. That’s why The interviewer finishes off this interview, abruptly and after only the first question,
by saying that he will discuss this subject further with the Shaikh ‘in private’.

The learned Shaikh, who is honest and impartial, made following three points:
1. After 3.4 minutes from the start of interview the Shaikh said –

At least within each country we shall not have difference among Muslims in celebrating Eidul Fitr or eidul ad’ha.
2. After 4 minutes he said –
We should always be depending upon sighting of the Moon with the Naked Eye, and NOT upon calculations, because
if we follow calculations, that’s another method, that may not be recognised and many of the Scholars of today do
not accept calculations as basis for deciding the beginning of the Moon in any of the Lunar month of the year
including Ramadhan and Eidul Ad’ha.
The learned Shaikh made it crystal clear that the Sunnah basis of Moon Decision is sighting by naked eye and not
Astronomical calculations. His use of the phrase ‘in any of the Lunar month of the year’ rejects the Opposition’s
accusation that Saudis follow calculated Ummul Qura calendar for 10 months of the year.
3. After 4.5 minutes the Shaikh said –
Haj is being performed here in this country and Muslims are gathering, particularly the Pilgrim, at Arafah, I think it
would be more reasonable, and required of Muslims from all over (to celebrate the day of Arafah on the same day as
in Makkah). Especially I am addressing Scholars and those who have authority among Muslims, is to seriously
consider to following Pilgrims, and deciding, (Moon) with whatever is being decided here in Makkah in order to have
and to witness the day of Arafah as exactly the day of Arafah would be in this place in Makkah and in Saudi Arabia in
general.

The Shaikh wants people specifically British Muslims to celebrate Arafah and Eidul Ad’ha on the same day as in Makkah, but
the opposition instruct its followers to fast on the day after the actual Arafah day of Makkah: which is actually the Eid day,
when it is HARAM to fast.
The interviewer would of course disagree with all three points made by the learned Shaikh, and he
openly admitted by saying – We sometimes have to agree to disagree. He is bold enough to admit further
that they USE Astronomical ‘Calculations Not to establish the shar`ea - Rasmi month, but using it only
to NEGATE THE ERRONEOUS sighting’.
Remember that this calculation established as New moon theory by the Meton (in 431bc) and Judo Christian (in 358ce)
before Islam & prophet (610ce) and he SAW rejected it by Hadithe Lummi ,but the interviewer have admitted openly at the
end of the interview that they use the calculation to negate (the prophetic) Shar`ea Shahadah if it is against calculations
It is hoped that all Muslims would realise where these Anti Islam and Anti-Saudi Shar`ea Hilal elements of
our community are try to take their followers under the veil of Sunnah and `Muhaqquq` Ruyate Basari .
Correct Sunnah is to follow teaching of Prophet SAW, and our Nabi SAW prohibited all Muslims from using calculations of any
form
in
the
matter
of
Hilal
Decisions.
Please
click
and
Liston/read
this
link
http://www.hizbululama.org.uk/articles/english/Hilal_Decisions.pdf, Should we follow Prophet SAW or these Observatory
followers?

